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1. DETAILS OF RECOMMENDATION(S)

RECOMMENDATION: That Employment and Member Standards Panel
notes the report and:

i) Reviews the trade union pay claim and the supplementary information
supplied as part of the consideration of the annual pay review for
eligible staff for 2020/21.

2. REASON(S) FOR RECOMMENDATION(S) AND OPTIONS CONSIDERED

Options

Table 1: Options arising from this report
Option Comments
Consider the pay claim submitted by
the trade unions.

This is the recommended option

This request forms part of the annual
pay review approach as detailed in
the local pay, terms and conditions
framework agreement.

Do not consider the trade union pay
claim.

This would contravene the agreed
framework.

REPORT SUMMARY

1. This report deals with the annual pay claim submitted by UNISON and GMB
trade unions (Appendix A). Their claim covers all staff on local terms and
conditions, including the Corporate Leadership Team and Managing Director.

2. It recommends that Employment Panel reviews and considers the information
provided in relation to any pay increase being applied from April 2020.

3. These recommendations are being made as part of a local agreement the
Council has with its recognised trade unions, allowing them to annually propose
an increase for non-school based staff.

4. The financial implications of these proposals are set out in section 4.2.



This is not recommended

Local pay, terms and conditions framework agreement
2.1 The Royal Borough came out of the national terms and conditions that apply to

local government employees, known as ‘Green Book’ in 2011 and has agreed
local pay provisions. Appendix B, table 5 provides details of pay increases
under the ‘Green Book’ and then after, under local terms and conditions. The
local pay determination framework covers all non-school based staff and under
the framework trade unions are able to submit their pay and reward claim each
year for consideration by Employment and Member Standards Panel.

2.2 In accordance with the framework, following Cabinet’s approval of budgets,
Employment and Member Standards Panel will advise trade unions of the pay
and reward settlement for 2020/21 once it has been finalised. The trade unions
are entitled to ballot their members on the outcome of the pay settlement.

Current pay reward scheme
2.3 In May 2018, Employment and Member Standards Panel endorsed the

introduction of a new pay reward scheme for all employees, which was
reflected in April 2019 pay. The scheme provided an annual pay award for
those employees ‘achieving expectations’, subject to annual budgetary
provision and a more flexible instant reward scheme to recognise and
reward significant achievements during year.

Trade union pay claim
2.4 The recognised trade unions (UNISON and GMB) have submitted the following

joint claim, full details of which are contained in Appendix A:

 Appropriate reward for the increasing workloads and pressures that our
members have experienced over the previous year

 A substantial above-inflation (RPI) pay rise to help restore and maintain
employees’ living standards, as an alternative to performance related pay

 In effect, this means a guarantee that all grades receive a real living wage
of £10 per hour – or a 10% increase – for all pay points (whichever is
greater)

 A one day increase to the minimum paid annual leave entitlement
 A two hour reduction in the standard working week

2.5 This local claim, broadly reflects the recent NJC pay claim for 2020/21 and
accompanying submission made by the Joint Trade Union Side (UNISON, GMB
and UNITE) to the Local Government Association, for:

 A real living wage of £10 per hour to be introduced for NJC scp 1 and a 10%
increase on all other NJC/GLPC pay points

 A one day increase to the minimum paid annual leave entitlement set out in
the Green Book

 A two hour reduction in the standard working week as set out in the Green
Book

 A comprehensive joint national review of the workplace causes of stress and
mental health throughout local authorities

Initial response to the pay claim



2.6 The total cost of all the elements of the pay claim has been modelled and
equates to an additional cost to salary budgets of £3,469,680 for 2020/21.

2.7 UNISON and GMB will send representation to the Employment and Member
Standards Panel meeting on 12 November 2019 to present the details of their
claim.

Finalising pay increase budget and method
2.8 Any budget for a pay award will be confirmed following the Council meeting on

25 February 2020, HR will then model a range of options reflecting the budget
allocated to pay awards. These will be considered at Employment and
Member Standards Panel in March 2020 and the trade unions informed.

Local and economic information
2.8 Appendix B sets out economic data, background information on recent Royal

Borough annual pay settlements and the level of pay awards nationally.

3. KEY IMPLICATIONS

Table 2: Key Implications
Outcome Unmet Met Exceeded Significantly

Exceeded
Date of
delivery

Full
consideration
of potential
pay award is
given

Full
consideration
of potential
pay award is
not given

Full
consideration
of potential
pay award is
given

n/a n/a 12
November
2019

4. FINANCIAL DETAILS / VALUE FOR MONEY

4.1 The trade union pay claim, including employers’ costs is detailed in Table 3.
This has been broken down to display the salary, overtime and costs for
casual and temporary staff, which all impact on the annual salary bill.

4.2 For this example, the salary ranges have all been increased by 10% as this is
always greater than £10 per hour. This has resulted in the lowest salary
increasing to £10.06 per hour (Grade 2, point 17). There is one employee on
Grade 1, point 14 who would need to be assimilated into Grade 2.



Table 3: Financial impact of trade union pay claim

Extrapolated
2019/20
values

10% increase
(£10 per hour

minimum)

2 hour
reduction in

standard
week

1 day
increase
annual
leave

Subtotal
of all

amendments

Proposed
new

salary bill
for

2020/21

Salary 20,837,044 2,083,769 1,203,476 79,880 3,367,125 24,204,169

Overtime 427,372 42,737 24,421 0 67,159 494,531

Casual 219,932 21,993 12,568 836 35,397 255,329
Grand
Total

21,484,349 2,148,499 1,240,464 80,716 3,469,680 24,954,029

4.3 The modelled data was reviewed and approved by an Accountancy Technician
in October 2019.

4.4 Any final pay settlement will be fully costed once Employment and Member
Standards Panel has reviewed and identified its preferred option for 2020/21 in
March 2020.

5. LEGAL IMPLICATIONS

4.1 The Council has had a local pay, terms and conditions agreement with its
recognised trade unions since December 2014. The framework is for the
determination and ongoing local pay and reward on a year by year basis with
the intention of resolving all disputes through ongoing dialogue. Both parties will
endeavour to always enter into discussions with a view to reaching a mutually
acceptable agreement. The agreement incorporates an annual consultation and
negotiation meeting schedule.

6. RISK MANAGEMENT

6.1 Table 4: Impact of risk and mitigation
Risks Uncontrolled

Risk
Controls Controlled

Risk
Not allowing
trade unions the
opportunity to
present a pay
claim may lead
to negative
publicity and
possible
industrial action

Medium action Allow trade
unions to present
their pay claim.
Robust
communications
to respond to any
feedback

Low - negative
publicity
minimised

7. POTENTIAL IMPACTS

7.1 An equality analysis will be conducted in May 2020 once the outcome of the
end of year 1-2-1 process is finalised.



8. CONSULTATION

8.1 The Head of Human Resources, Corporate Projects and ICT or nominated
deputies consult regularly with the trade unions, and this process has followed
the agreed timetable.

8.2 UNISON and GMB are invited to make a pay claim each year.

9. TIMETABLE FOR IMPLEMENTATION

9.1 The full implementation stages are set out in Table 5.

Table 5: Implementation timetable
Month Pay and reward cycle
12 November 2019 Trade unions submit their pay claim to Employment

and Member Standards Panel.
November 2019 –
January 2020

HR model a range of pay scenarios for consideration,
if required

25 February 2020 Any pay award budget agreed at Council.
March 2020 HR model refined pay scenarios for consideration,

based on available budget.
10 March - Employment and Member Standards Panel
make final decision for pay award distribution.
Trade unions and staff are informed of the outcome.

April 2020 Trade unions may ballot their members about the pay
decision.
End of year 1-2-1/reviews take place during March,
and are logged no later than 10 April.
Trade unions advise management of outcome of any
ballot.
Management consider outcome of any ballot.

May 2020 Any agreed pay change is implemented for all staff on
local pay, terms and conditions and backdated to 1
April 2020.

10. APPENDICES

10.1 This report is supported by three appendices:

 Appendix A – UNISON and GMB joint local pay claim 2020/21
 Appendix B – Pay awards and trends for 2020/21
 Appendix C – Not for publication by virtue of paragraph 3 of part 1

of the Schedule 12A of the Local Government Act 1972.

11. BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS

11.1 There are no background documents for this report.



12. CONSULTATION (MANDATORY)

Name of
consultee

Post held Date
sent

Date
returned

Cllr Rayner Lead Member for HR, Legal,
ICT, Resident and Leisure
Services, Performance
Management and Windsor

28/10/19 28/10/19

Duncan Sharkey Managing Director 30/10/19 04/11/19
Russell O’Keefe Executive Director
Andy Jeffs Executive Director 30/10/19 31/10/19
Ruth Watkins Deputy S151 Officer
Elaine Browne Head of Law
Mary Severin Monitoring Officer
Nikki Craig Head of HR, Corporate Projects

and ICT
29/10/19 30/10/19

Louisa Dean Communications 30/10/19 30/10/19
Kevin McDaniel Director of Children’s Services
Hilary Hall Director Adults, Health and

Commissioning
30/10/11 01/11/19

Karen Shepherd Head of Governance 30/10/11 01/11/19

REPORT HISTORY

Decision type:
Non-key decision

Urgency item?
No

To Follow item?
No

Report Author: Vanessa Faulkner, Service Lead – HR People Services 01628
685622
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Appendix B
Pay awards and trends for 2020/21 pay claim

November 2019

1. Economic data

1.1 The Consumer Price Index including the owner occupier housing costs (CPIH) decreased
to 1.7% in August 2019 from 2.0% in July 2019.

1.2 Retail Price Index (RPI) annual inflation decreased to 2.6 % in August 2019 from 2.8% in
July 2019.

2. General pay trends

2.1 Figures provided by XpertHR, an online resource for employment law, HR good practice
and benchmarking, showed the median whole economy pay settlement level of 2.5% to
the three months ending August 2019, a decrease from 2.6% in July 2019.

2.2 Results from the Labour Research Department (LRD) survey provided by XpertHR
showed the median level of union-negotiated awards for the whole economy was 2.9% for
the three months ending August 2019.

2.3 The Make UK (formerly Engineering Employers Federation) average for manufacturing
remained at 2.6% in the three months ending July 2019. They have not produced a figure
for August 2019.

3. Recruitment and redundancy outlook

What is the short term employment outlook?
3.1 The latest report from Labour Market Outlook (LMO) (Summer 2019), which focuses on

the recruitment and redundancy intentions of the employers in the third quarter of 2019,
suggests that employment confidence has seen a modest fall but remains high compared
with the measure’s historical average.

3.2 The modest fall in employment intentions is reflected across all three broad sectors of the
economy. Meanwhile, employment levels look set to increase slightly in the public sector
and more positively in the voluntary sector during the same period.

Job Vacancies
3.3 Against a backdrop of buoyant labour demand, it is no surprise that a majority of

organisations who are currently recruiting have hard-to-fill vacancies. Among employers
who currently have vacancies in their organisation, more than two-thirds (67%) report that
at least some of these vacancies are proving hard to fill. By comparison, a similar
proportion (66%) of employers reported difficulties filling vacancies in their organisation
during the same period in 2018. Additionally, more than two-fifths (41%) of employers
report that it has become more difficult to fill vacancies over the past year. Around 1 in 20
organisations (5%) say that it has become less difficult.
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3.4 When looking at the overall population of employers, including those who have not
reported any current vacancies, the share of organisations with hard-to-fill vacancies has
fallen slightly to 36% from almost four in ten (39%) during the same period in 2018.
Recruitment difficulties are most prevalent in healthcare (53%), IT (45%), construction
(40%) and business services (40%).

4. Labour supply

4.1 The survey data suggests that the employment growth over the past year has led to fewer
applicants for low skilled roles. However, the number of applicants for medium and high
skilled roles remains largely unchanged.

4.2 On average, employers received a median number of 16 applicants for the last low skilled
vacancy they tried to fill compared with 20 applicants in the summer 2018. This may be
due, at least in part, to the continued fall in EU net migration following the 2016
referendum.

4.3 In comparison, the number of applications for medium skilled jobs is unchanged from a
year ago, with employers reporting ten applications per vacancy advertised. There was
also little change in the supply of applicants for high skilled jobs, with employers reporting
they received a median number of five applications for the most recent high skilled role
they advertised for, compared with the six applications they reported receiving in the
summer 2018.

4.4 Non-EU workers have been an important determinant of labour supply for medium-and
high-skilled occupations over the recent past. According to the latest official data that
looks at employment levels by country of birth, non-EU citizens account for more than a
third of the annual increase in employment of 364,000 in the UK. The number of non-EU
citizens in the UK workforce increased by 123,000 between Q1 2018 and Q1 2019, the
majority of whom would have been subject to a relatively high skill threshold. This
compares with a decrease of 6,000 between March 2017 and March 2018 in the number
of non-EU citizens in employment in the UK. This relatively sharp increase has been
mainly driven by the recruitment of nurses and medical practitioners, following a relaxation
to remove doctors and nurses from the Government’s migration cap in June 2018. This is
consistent with the survey data in this report, which shows that employment growth
expectations and recruitment difficulties are highest in healthcare. In addition, the official
data shows that health and social work activities accounted for almost a third of the
employment growth between Q1 2018 and Q1 2019.

4.5 The increase in labour supply from outside the EU may partly explain why the prevalence
of hard-to-fill vacancies remains broadly unchanged compared with previous reports. The
proportion of organisations that currently have vacancies and have difficulty filling those
vacancies has edged up to 67% of employers from 66% during the same period last year.

Looking ahead, it is highly likely that low skilled labour will become even more constrained
in 18 months’ time, when migration restrictions on EU nationals look set to be introduced.

5. Recruitment pressures

5.1 Despite the strong inflow of non-EU citizens into the UK labour market, more than four in
ten (41%) employers say that it has become more difficult to hire over the past year. Just 1
in 20 (5%) employers say that it has become less difficult. Rising recruitment pressures
are particularly prevalent in healthcare (55%).

5.2 However, there is some variation across sectors in terms of the cause of hiring difficulties.
More than four in ten (42%) public sector employers say that their rising recruitment
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pressures are due to fewer applications, compared with around a quarter (23%) who say
that applicants are less suitable. The proportion of employers reporting receiving fewer
applications is highest in healthcare (43%).

5.3 Organisations in the private sector (59%) are much more likely to have increased starting
salaries than those in the public (30%) and voluntary (33%) sectors.

Wages
5.4 One of the potential outcomes of the fall in the number of applicants for vacancies is

stronger wage growth. Outlook report points to higher wage growth expectations in the
private sector, with median basic pay expectations in the private sector increasing to 2.5%
compared with 2% three months ago. At the same time, median basic pay expectations
have risen to 1.5% from 1% in the public sector. In addition, significant minorities of
employers in sectors such as construction, retail and hospitality are also signalling that
rising recruitment and retention pressures are putting pressure on salaries for the majority
of staff. It should also be noted that more than one in three (36%) employers expect their
basic pay award to increase by at least 3% in the year ahead, which compares with 28%
of employers in the same period last year. However, overall median basic pay
expectations remain unchanged at 2%.

6. National pay negotiations

6.1 The current position on pay negotiations is:
 Nationally negotiated local government employee terms and conditions (Green

Book) – two year deal ends March 2020. The Trade Unions have submitted a claim for
a 10% increase and a 2 hour reduction in the working week.
RBWM employees are on local pay, terms and conditions, however the Green Book
applies to school support staff.

 Scottish Local Government – no claim for 2020 at present.
 Craft Workers – as per Green Book.
 Chief Executive and Chief Officers – two year deal ends March 2020. No claim for

2020 at present. RBWM senior leaders are on local pay, terms and conditions.

7. National Minimum wage rates

7.1 Table 2 details the increase in National Minimum wage since 2010.

Table 2: National Minimum/Living wage
Year 25 and over 21 to 24 18 to 20 Under 18 Apprentice

2019 £8.21 £7.70 £6.15 £4.35 £3.90

2018 £7.83 £7.38 £5.90 £4.20 £3.70

2017 £7.50 £7.05 £5.60 £4.05 £3.50
2016 £7.20 £6.95 £5.55 £4.00 £3.40
2015 £6.70 £5.30 £3.87 £3.30
2014 £6.50 £5.13 £3.79 £2.73
2013 £6.31 £5.03 £3.72 £2.68
2012 £6.19 £4.98 £3.68 £2.65
2011 £6.08 £4.98 £3.68 £2.60
2010 £5.93 £4.92 £3.64 £2.50

RBWM lowest hourly (excluding apprentices) rate is £8.98.

The UK Living Wage (Voluntary)
 The current UK Living Wage is £9.00 an hour.
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 The current London Living Wage is £10.55 an hour.

Apprentice rates
6.2 Table 3 details the current apprentice rate:

Table 3: RBWM apprentice rates
Annual Hourly rate Age range
£11,839 £6.15 18 – 20*
£14,855 £7.70 21 - 24
£15,839 £8.21 25 plus

*This is higher than the current national rate of £3.90 per hour.

8. Other public sector pay settlements

8.1 Table 4 details other known public sector pay settlements.

Table 4: Other public pay settlements
Organisation Pay settlements
NHS Three year deal from 2018 with pay increases ranging from 6.5% - 29%

over that timescale.
Civil Service Average pay awards limited to up to 1.5% for 2018-19.
Police From 1 September 2019 - 2.5%.
Firefighters From 1 July 2019 - 2%
School
Teachers Pay

All pay ranges and allowances covered by the School Teachers Pay and
Conditions Document (STPCD) will be uprated by 2.75% from
September 2019.

9. RBWM - Local pay settlements history

9.1 Table 5 details the history of local pay settlements:

Table 5 – RBWM local pay settlements
Date Pay change
April 2009 The last global pay award under national pay (Green Book)
April 2010 No annual pay award (local pay)
April 2011 £250 (consolidated) given to those earning less than £21,000 per annum.
April 2012 1% consolidated to those on the maximum pay point of scales 2 - 6.

April 2013

Extra increment to the value of 2.5 % added to the top of scales 2 and 3,
and 2% for scales 4 and 5.

Increment values for scales 2 and 3 adjusted to reflect at least 2.5%
increase. (NB: scales now renumbered as Grades as result of new pay
reward scheme).
With the introduction of the pay reward scheme from April 2014,
incremental progression is subject to at least satisfactory performance.
Other staff had the potential to receive performance related pay.

April 2015 the pay reward was applied as follows: Good - 0.85%, Excellent - 2.56%,
Outstanding - 5.97%

April 2016 the pay reward was applied as follows: Good - 0.78%, Excellent – 2.34%,
Outstanding – 3.9%

April 2017
The pay reward was applied as follows: Good – 0.35%, Excellent 0.69%,
Outstanding – 1.38%
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April 2017 – a pay award of 0.8% was also applied to all salaries
April 2018 The pay reward was applied as follows: Good – 0.5%, Excellent 1%,

Outstanding – 1.5%
April 2018 – a pay award of 2% was also applied to all salaries

April 2019 No pay award – lump sum of £552.00 for each employee

10. RBWM - Recruitment and Retention

10.1 Generally recruitment to vacancies in RBWM continues to have a high fulfilment rate.
Vacancies in Planning have been filled despite this being a hard to recruit area, largely
due to improved performance of the service, publicity of our regeneration activity and
utilising salary gateways. Recruitment to Finance roles continues to be challenging in
accordance with the national picture.

10.2 The Council no longer employs adult and children’s social workers and other hard to fill
social care roles following the partnership arrangements with Optalis and AfC and the
associated transfer of staff. Therefore the council is not responsible for recruitment to
these skill shortage roles.

11. RBWM - staff turnover

11.1 Table 6 shows the percentage turnover of staff within the Royal Borough since April 2018.
Turnover is defined as all staff leaving the Council, including those transferred to a new
employer through a TUPE transfer or those leaving through redundancy. Voluntary
turnover refers purely to staff who resign from their positions or retire from the Council.

Table 6: RBWM staff turnover – year to date

April
2019

May
2019

June
2019

July
2019

August
2019

Sept
2019

Projected
March 20

RBWM Turnover (YTD) including TUPE 0.99% 1.48% 2.63% 2.15% 6.78% 8.64% 17.28%

Voluntary Turnover (YTD) 0.66% 0.99% 1.64% 3.30% 5.13% 6.81% 13.62%


